id dynamics now settled, the authors starts out to explore the principles of non-linear constitutive equations in Chapter 4. Starting with both classical laws, Newtonian and Hookean, quickly the relaxation time is 'added to the recipe' and more complex models are discussed. For those having more practical models in mind, Chapter 5 introduces 'Inelastic models and linear viscoelasticity'. Here, common models to fit flow curves such as power law, Carreau, and Maxwell model including relaxation time spectra are presented. The following chapter briefly reviews steady viscometric flow from a more practical side before using the obtained knowledge in Chapter 7 focusing on polymeric flow. Here the link between morphological interpretations of polymer chains architecture and resulting flow is discussed within the framework of e.g. the fluctuation-dissipation theorem and the dumbbell model. A brief chapter on particulated suspension paves way for the final chapter on dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) discussing bridging approached between different material classes investigated in rheology. The book 'Understanding Viscoelaticity' provides a clear access to rheological concepts and methodology. It has a strong focus on polymeric ma terials and classical constitutive equations. Some basic knowledge on fluid dynamics and tensor operations might be helpful to fully appreciate the concept of the textbook. 
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